
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of manager, vendor manager. If you are looking for an exciting place
to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for manager, vendor manager

Manage EDI compliance issues through working with suppliers and IT
department to improve/fix any issues
Manage Customer Service team while working directly with suppliers to
confirm special orders while updating systems regarding special orders
Develop key reports and metrics to help vendors understand, and gain
insight from, their performance
Conduct regular reviews with vendors to deep dive on their performance and
gain their feedback
Work with internal stakeholders to give vendors a voice back into product
features and operations
Management of full life-cycle sourcing activities from spend analysis,
classification of spend into categories, internal processes and user
requirements analysis, savings opportunity identification, development of
sourcing strategies, sourcing strategy implementation including supplier
evaluation & qualification, manage sourcing events and contract negotiations,
supplier selection, contracts award and negotiations to Supplier Relationship
Management
Assist Strategic Sourcing to surpass customer satisfaction and internal and
external SLAs and provide growth and return to company stakeholders
Management of Subcontractor COI's, W-9's, NDA's, MSA's, Info sheets,
rates, and other pertinant documents
Execute performance measurements on subcontractors to ensure best

Example of Manager, Vendor Manager Job
Description
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Maintain the integritly and security of Subcontractor database and other
tools

Qualifications for manager, vendor manager

Technical troubleshooting skills (both break/fix assessment research
coordination)
Experience with project management, ideally with managing vendor launches
or initiatives a plus
3-5 years of experience in vendor management with a thorough
understanding of contract management
Contribute or lead vendor related operational activities
Monitoring the tracking of service credits &/or penalties against vendor
performance in accordance with contract commitments
Solid understanding of different vendor engagement models (managed
service, staff augmentation, third party administrator, ) and the nuances
associated with each


